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In this paper we construct geometric-optics solutions to an acoustic scattering
problem by a finite periodic dielectric grating placed on the interface between
semi-infinite dielectric media. We rigorously justify that the first order approxima-
tion is the solution of the infinite periodic grating. The method is extended to
Maxwell's equations. Q 1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
The scattering of acoustic and electromagnetic waves by gratings has
been of considerable recent interest in the applied mathematics literature
due to its importance in the industrial area. The gratings are arrays of
grooves having periodic structures. They are manufactured by micro-elec-
tronic techniques. They are used as anti-reflecting surfaces, as waveguide
selectors, for beam splitting, and as beams mirrors in high lasers. The
w xreader is referred to Petit 23 for various aspects of the electromagnetic
theory of gratings up to the early 1980s, including numerical methods and
a comparison of various approaches. Description of several mathematical
problems which arise in industrial applications may be found in the books
w x w xby Friedman 14]15 . Bao and Dobson described in 8 recent develop-
ments in the application of mathematical and computational techniques to
problems in diffractive optics involving gratings.
In this paper the problem of scattering by a finite periodic dielectric
grating placed on the interface between semi-infinite dielectric media is
investigated.
This type of grating has been treated by an infinite periodic structure
with the resulting simplification that only a single cell of the periodic
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structure need to be considered. Of particular significance are the results
w x w x w xof Alber 6 , Wilcox 28 , Nedelec and Starling 22 , Chen and FriedmanÂ Â
w x w x w x w x11 , Dobson and Friedman 13 , Dobson 12 , Bruno and Reitich 10 , Bao
w x w x7 , and Bao and Dobson 8 .
However, it is important to prove that this approximation is valid and to
construct the correctors of the effect introduced by the truncation of the
grating.
Recently, the finite grating problem has been addressed in the literature
and major attention has been focused on numerical resolution of the
diffraction problem by finite gratings. We refer the reader to Ko and Mitra
w x w x w x18 , Pozar 25 , Matsushima and Itakawa 21 , and Petropoulos and Kriegs-
w xmann 24 . Of particular interest is the asymptotic matching technique of
w xKriegsmann 19 .
The justification of the approximation at high frequencies of the finite
grating is considered in this paper. Our approach is based on geometric-
optics techniques. A close approach has been applied by Abboud et al. in
w x5 to study the high frequency approximation of the diffraction by a thin
periodic dielectric layer covering a convex conducting body by the infinite
tangent planar dielectric grating outside transition regions corresponding
to tangent Bragg's modes. The scattering problem at high frequencies by a
w x wthin curved grating was first studied in 1 . The method developed in 1, 2,
x5 allows us to rigorously justify the local approximation of the diffraction
off a curved grating by a planar periodic structure as well as to construct
the first corrector terms, due to the curvature. Numerical methods based
w xon this asymptotic approach are derived in 3, 4 .
The outline of the present paper is as follows. We first set the problem
we are dealing with. Section 3 is devoted to deriving a geometric-optics
solution of the Helmholtz equation valid for a wave number large enough.
The results are summarized in Theorem 3.4. Extension of our approach to
an electromagnetic scattering problem is discussed in Section 4. We show
how the vectorial character of the solution can be dealt with.
2. MODEL PROBLEM
Ž .Let n be an integer n G 1 . Let d , l , l , . . . , l , d , d , . . . , and d be1 2 n 1 2 n
positive constants such that
l l l1 2 ng N, g N, . . . , and g N.
d d d d d d1 2 n
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Ž . n Ž . n dDefine L s l , . . . , l g R and d s d , . . . , d g R . Let f be a real1 n 1 n
valued function satisfying
xX
Xd < < < <f x s d f H l y x ??? H l y x ,Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1 n nž /d
Ž .where the Heaviside function H t s 0 or 1 for t - 0 or t G 0, respec-
tively, and f is a periodic smooth function in xX of period d such that
Ž .f d s 0.
Consider Sd the surface imbedded in R nq1 given as
x s f d xX for all x s xX , x g R nq1 ,Ž . Ž .nq1 nq1
d X d X d X x w x wG s x s x , f x g S such that x g y l , l = ??? = y l , l ,Ž . 4Ž . 1 1 n n
is periodic with respect to the lattice Ld
d x w x w  4L s d d Zr y l , l = ??? = d d Zr y l , l = 01 1 1 n n n
nq1 x w x w; R r y l , l = ??? = y l , l .1 1 n n
The surface Sd divides R nq1 into two open connected components. Let
Vd denote the component containing some element x such that x )1 nq1
< d Ž X. < d Ž d d .csup f x , and let V s S j V .2 1
Suppose that Vd and Vd are filled with materials in such a way that the1 2
magnetic permeability m satisfies
m in Vd ,1 1
m x sŽ .
d½ m in V ,2 2
Ž .and the dielectric coefficient « x satisfies
« in Vd ,1 1
« x sŽ .
d½ « in V ,2 2
where m , m , and « are positive constants such that m / m and1 2 2 1 2
« / « .1 2
Setting
d d < du s u j s 1, 2 ,Ž .Vj j
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the Helmholtz equation in each Vd isj
1
d 2 d ddiv =u q k « u s 0 in V . 1Ž .j j j jm j
The weak form of the Helmholtz equation in a neighborhood of Sd gives
the following jump relations on Sd
1 › ud 1 › ud1 2y s 0,
m › n m › n1 2
ud y ud s 0,1 2
where n is normal to Sd.
We are interested in the scattering problem for the Helmholtz equation
Ž .1 for a plane incident wave coming down from x s q‘. The planenq1
incident wave uin on Sd from Vd is in the form1
uin x s eikw inŽ x . where w in x s q. x .Ž . Ž .
Ž X . nq1The constant vector q s q , q g R must satisfynq1
q ? q s m « ,1 1
in order for uin to satisfy
1
in 2 in ddiv =u q k « u s 0 in V .1 1m1
The general geometrical configuration for the scattering problem we
consider is illustrated in Fig. 1.
FIG. 1. The geometrical configuration.
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Now, one introduces the infinite plane grating. Let Gd denoteJ
Gd s Gd q 2 j l , . . . , j l , 0 for all J s j , . . . , j g Zn ,Ž . Ž .J 1 1 n n 1 n
and
xX
Xd d nq1G s G s x s x , x g R such that x s d f .Ž .D J nq1 nq1½ 5ž /dnJgZ
Gd defines an infinite plane grating placed on the interface between
semi-infinite dielectric media.
Recent results and approaches dealing with issues of well-posedness of
w x w xthe grating problem are developed, for instance, by Alber 6 , Wilcox 28 ,
w x w xDobson 12 , and Bruno and Reitich 10 . For the Helmholtz equation in a
periodic structure that separates two homogeneous materials and is piece-
wise C 2, the existence and uniqueness of the solutions were established in
w x13 by an integral equation approach. Using jump conditions, the authors
reduced the problem to an equivalent system of integral equations and
then applied the Fredholm theory.
Another approach is based on the variational method. The basic idea is
to establish coercivity for the bilinear form of the variational formulations
then apply the Lax]Milgram lemma and the Fredholm alternative. An
important step for this approach is to reduce the diffraction problem into a
w xbounded domain by using transparent boundary conditions 12 .
It is now well known that except for some discrete set of values of k
with accumulation point at infinity, there exists a unique weak solution to
the diffraction problem of the Helmholtz equation by the infinite periodic
grating Gd.
Ž . Ž .It will be assumed throughout what follows that H1 and H2 are
satisfied.
Ž .H1 k c 1 and kd s n , where n is a fixed positive constant.
Ž . inH2 For the given values of the frequency k, the incident wave u ,
and the period d d, the diffraction problem by the infinite plane grating Gd
admits a unique weak solution.
3. GEOMETRIC-OPTICS ASYMPTOTIC EXPANSIONS
3.1. Asymptotic Series Solutions
Ž .Let M be an integer M G 1 . Let h be a positive constant such that
Xh ) sup f y .Ž .
X ny gR
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x w x w  4Let x be a point on y l , l = ??? = y l , l = 0 .0 1 1 n n
One shall construct a phase-amplitude asymptotic expansion for ud in1
x G d h,nq1
ud x s uin x q ue x s uin x q eikw 1J Ž x .a1 x , d . 2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý1 J
nJgZ
Ž . Ž . 1Ž .Upon inserting 2 into 1 we obtain that each phase w x is to satisfy theJ
eikonal equation
21=w x s m « ,Ž .J 1 1
XJ ? x
X X1 inw x , x s d h s w x , x s d h q ,Ž .Ž .J nq19 n
1 in›w J ›w 3Ž .J Xx , x s d h ) 0 if « m ) q x ,Ž . Ž .' Xnq1 1 1 0› x n › xnq1
1›wJ XI m x , x s d h ) 0 else,Ž .nq1› xnq1
m , 1Ž .and the amplitude functions a x , defined byJ
a1 x , d s am , 1 x d m ,Ž . Ž .ÝJ J
0FmFM
are to satisfy the following transport equations
2=w1 ? =a0, 1 q Dw1 a0, 1 s 0,J J J J
1 1, 1 1 1, 1 0, 12=w ? =a q Dw a s yDa ,J J J J J
.. ..
The amplitude functions am , 1 are determined from their traces onJ
x s d h.nq1
Ž .In order to resolve the eikonal equations 3 , which are first order
Ž 1.nonlinear partial differential equations for w , one must assume theJ
following hypothesis:
inJ ›w
nH3 q x / « m , ;J g Z .Ž . Ž . '0 1 1n › xnq1
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In yd h F x F d h, one seeks for ud in the formnq1
ud x s eikw inŽ x
X , 0.ad xX , xXrd , x rdŽ . Ž .nq1
s eikw inŽ x
X , 0. a xX , xXrd , x rd d m . 4Ž . Ž .Ý m nq1
0FmFM
Derivation of geometric-optics solutions and discussion on the signifi-
cance of the geometrical optics may be found in the paper by Keller and
w xLewis 17 . The authors also discuss the solution of the eikonal equation
for various initial surfaces. Recall that, in the applied mathematics litera-
ture, the term geometrical optics refers generally to phase-amplitude
asymptotic expansions. It involves a phase function and an infinite se-
quence of amplitude functions. The phase function and the amplitude
functions satisfy linear ordinary differential equations along the character-
istic curves of the eikonal equation. Thus, the geometrical optics reduce
the problem of solving a linear partial differential equation to that of
w xsolving a sequence of ordinary differential equations 17 . The reader is
w xreferred to Taylor 26, Chap. VIII for various mathematical aspects of
geometrical optics.
1 Ž .Now, the solution w to the eikonal equation 3 is holomorphic in aJ
complex neighborhood of x independent of d and J. For J large enough,0
it is easily seen that w1 satisfies the following estimate:J
1 < <I mw G C J x y d h .Ž .J nq1
Ž .The convergence of the series 2 above is obtained from the following
lemma.
LEMMA 3.1. One has the estimate
m , 1 yh < J <1sup a x F C e , 5Ž . Ž .J 1
0FmFM , x;x0
where C and h are two positi¤e constants.1 1
The proof of this lemma will be given in Section 3.3.
Ž . dUnder the hypothesis H3 , the solution u admits the asymptotic
expansion, in x F yd h,nq1
ud x s eikw 2J Ž x .a2 x , d , 6Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý2 J
nJgZ
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Ž . Ž . 2Ž .where, by inserting 6 into 1 , each phase w x is to satisfy the eikonalJ
equation
22=w x s m « ,Ž .J 2 2
XJ ? x
X X2 inw x , x s yd h s w x , x s yd h q ,Ž .Ž .J nq19 n
2 in›w J ›w 7Ž .J Xx , x s yd h - 0 if « m ) q x ,Ž . Ž .' Xnq1 2 2 0› x n › xnq1
2›wJ XI m x , x s yd h - 0 else,Ž .nq1› xnq1
m , 2Ž .and a x , defined asJ
a2 x , d s am , 2 x d m ,Ž . Ž .ÝJ J
0FmFM
are to satisfy the transport equations
2=w 2 ? =a0, 2 q Dw 2 a0, 2 s 0,J J J J
2 1, 2 2 1, 2 0, 22=w ? =a q Dw a s yDa ,J J J J J
.. ..
Here, the amplitude functions am , 2 are determined from their traces onJ
x s yd h.nq1
Ž .For resolving the eikonal equations 7 , one needs the following hypoth-
esis:
inJ ›w
nH4 q x / « m , ;J g Z .Ž . Ž . '0 2 2n › xnq1
Ž .The convergence of the series 6 above is obtained from the following
lemma.
LEMMA 3.2. There exist two positi¤e constants C and h such that the2 2
following holds:




In this subsection we present auxiliary results which are crucial in the
proof of our Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2. We begin by constructing trace operators
on x s "d h.nq1
First, the trace operators on x s d h are given bynq1
ue xX , d h s eikw inŽ x
X , d h. ei J? y
X
b1 xX , d ,Ž . Ž .Ý J
nJgZ
where
b1 xX , d s am , 1 xX , d h d m ,Ž . Ž .ÝJ J
0FmFM
Ž .and, by differentiating 2 with respect to x , one sees thatnq1
› ue X XinX X Xi kw Ž x , d h. i J? y 1 1x , d h s e e ikc x , d h b x , dŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý J Jž› x nnq1 JgZ
› a1J Xq x , d h; d ,Ž . /› xnq1
where
›w1JX X1c x , x s x , x .Ž . Ž .J nq1 nq1› xnq1
Next, the trace operators on x s yd h are defined asnq1
ud xX , yd h s eikw inŽ x
X , yd h. ei J? y
X
b2 xX , d ,Ž . Ž .Ý2 J
nJgZ
where
b2 xX , d s am , 2 xX , yd h d m .Ž . Ž .ÝJ J
0FmFM
Ž .By differentiating 6 with respect to x , one obtainsnq1
› ud X Xin2 X X Xi kw Ž x , yd h. i J? y 2 2x , yd h s e e ikc x , yd h b x , dŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý J Jž› x nnq1 JgZ
› a2J Xq x , yd h; d ,Ž . /› xnq1
where
›w 2JX X2c x , x s x , x .Ž . Ž .J nq1 nq1› xnq1
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In order to determine the coefficients a in the asymptotic expansionm
Ž .4 one first verifies that
1
2 2 d jd div = q k « u s P Ýa d ,Ž .x x jž /m
where
P s P q dP q d 2P ,0 1 2
with
›w in 1 ›w in
X X X
X XP x , n , y , › y s › q in x , 0 › q in x , 0Ž . Ž . Ž .X X0 y yž / ž /ž /› x m › x
1
2q › › q n « ,y ynq 1 nq1m
1 ›w in ›w in 1
X




X XP x , n , y , › y s › › .Ž .2 x xž /m
Ž X . ‘ XThe operators P s P x , n , y, › for j s 0, 1, 2 are C in x and they arej j y
at most of second order. Equating coefficients of equal powers of d yields
the sequence of problems
n n x wP a s 0 in R rd ? Z = y h , h ,0 0
X X1a s ¤ x , y on y s h , 9Ž . Ž .0 0 nq1
X Xa s ¤ x , y on y s yh ,Ž .0 0 nq1
n n x wP a s yP a in R rd ? Z = y h , h ,0 1 1 0
X X1a s ¤ x , y on y s h ,Ž . 10Ž .1 1 nq1
X X2a s ¤ x , y on y s yh ,Ž .1 1 nq1
n n x wP a s yP a y P a in R rd ? Z = y h , h ,0 m 2 my2 1 my1
X X1a s ¤ x , y on y s h ,Ž . 11Ž .m m nq1
X X2a s ¤ x , y on y s yh ,Ž .m m nq1
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and
n n x wP a s yP a y P a in R rd ? Z = y h , h ,0 M 2 My2 1 My1
X X1a s ¤ x , y on y s h ,Ž . 12Ž .M M nq1
X X2a s ¤ x , y on y s yh ,Ž .M M nq1
where
¤ 1 xX , yX s a xX , xXrd , h ,Ž . Ž .M m
¤ 2 xX , yX s a xX , xXrd , yhŽ . Ž .m m
are the traces of the functions a on y s h and y s yh. Onem nq1 nq1
remarks that xX appears as a parameter in these problems and that
Ž .P are independent of › . Therefore we have the following impor-j js1, 2 ynq 1
tant regularity lemma.
‘Ž X 1 Ž ..LEMMA 3.3. For 0 F m F M, a g C x , H y wherem per
1 1 n n x wH y s H R rd ? Z = y h , h .Ž . Ž .per
Ž .Proof. From the explicit formulae of the operators P , it is clearj jG 0
‘Ž X 1 Ž .. ‘Ž X y1Ž ..that P maps C x , H y onto C x , H y . It remains to verifyj per per
that the solution of the variational problem P f s c , where c g0
‘Ž X y1Ž .. ‘Ž X 1 Ž .. 1 Ž .C x , H y is in C x , H y . We have, for j g H y with nullper per per
trace on y s yh and y s h,nq1 nq1
2y n « y f y j y dy q 1rm y =f y =j y dyŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H Hnq1 nq1
O Oh h
13Ž .
s c y j y dy ,Ž . Ž .H
Oh
where
n n x wO s R rd ? Z = y h , h .h
Ž . Ž . ‘Ž X ‘Ž ..Since « y and m y are in C x , L y , then by differentiatingnq1 nq1
XŽ .13 with respect to x , Lemma 3.3 holds and its proof is over.
One must choose h such that 0 is not an eigenvalue of the operator P0
with Dirichlet boundary conditions on y s yh and y s h. By thenq1 nq1
following lemma this choice is made possible.
LEMMA 3.4. The set H defined as h g R, h ) 1 such that 0 is not an
eigen¤alue of the operator P with Dirichlet conditions on y s yh and0 nq1
4  4y s h is an open dense set in h ) 1 .nq1
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Proof. By the change of variable
w x w xy g yh , h ‹ y g yh , h ,Änq1 nq1 0 0
one gets a family of elliptic operators P h on the fixed domain R nrd ? Zn
x w= y h , h .0 0
Let N be the kernel of P h. N is a finite dimensional space and theh h
mapping
h ‹ dim Nh
is semi-continuous in h. For h ) 0, one defines q as
< <inf dim N , h y h F h . 4h 0
We prove by contradiction that there exists h ) 0 such that q s 0. Let
< <one assume that q ) 0. There exists then h such that h y h F h and1 1 0
dim N s q. Consequently, dim N s q for h y h small enough. Fromh h 11
the C‘ regularity of P h in a neighborhood of x s "h and by applyingnq1
the classical theory of elliptic operators, one deduces that there exists a
Ž Ž .. ‘basis e y, h of N where each of these vectors is C in aÄj 1F jF q h
neighborhood y s "h . Now, one gets back to the initial coordinates.Änq1 0
One has e satisfyingj
P e s 0 in yh - y - h ,Ž .0 j nq1
e s 0 on y s h ,j nq1
e s 0 on y s yh.j nq1
e is C‘ in a neighborhood of y s "h. Letj nq1
› ej
f s .j › h
Then, f satisfies the boundary value problems given byj
P f s 0 in 0 - y - h ,Ž .0 j nq1
› ej
f q s 0 on y s h ,j nq1› ynq1
› ej
f q s 0 on y s yh.j nq1› ynq1
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From e s 0 on y s "h, integrating by parts yieldsj nq1
›h1 < < < <P f e s y f eŽ .H H hsh hsh H y s" h , hsh y s" h , hsh0 j j j j1 1 nq1 1 1 nq1 1X X › yyh y y nq11
s 0.
Thus, one obtains
› ej s 0 on y s "h and h s h .nq1 1 1› ynq1
One concludes then that e s 0. This leads to a contradiction and ends thej
proof of the lemma.
Ž . Ž .Therefore, one can assume that h is such that each of problems 9 ] 12
has a unique weak periodic solution.
3.3. Proof of Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 and Main Results
Let N y be the analytic pseudo-differential elliptic operator of order 1
defined as
N y: ¤ g H 1r2 R nrd ? Zn = H 1r2 R nrd ? ZnŽ . Ž .
› u › u
y‹ N ¤ s , ,ž /› y › ynq1 nq1y sh y syhnq 1 nq1
y1r2Ž n n. y1r2Ž n n.in H R rd ? Z = H R rd ? Z , where u is defined as the
unique solution of the following problem:
n n x wP u s 0 in R rd ? Z = y h , h ,0
X X1u s ¤ x , y on y s h ,Ž . nq1
X X2u s ¤ x , y on y s yh.Ž . nq1
Ž . Ž .Now, one links up the asymptotic expansions 2 and 4 on x s d hnq1




b1 xX , d q 1 s ein hqnq 1 ¤ 1 xX , yX q d ¤ 1 xX , yX q ??? , 14Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . 4Ý J 0 1
nJgZ
› a1 ›w inX Ji J? y 1 1e inc b q d q inÝ J J½ 5› x › xn nq1 nq1JgZ
› a › a0 1in hqnq 1s e q d q ??? , 15Ž .½ 5› y › ynq1 nq1y sh y shnq 1 nq1
ei J y
X




2› a › aX J 0i J? y 2 2 yin hqnq 1e inc b q d s e q ??? . 17Ž .Ý J J ½ 5½ 5› x › yn nq1 nq1 y syhJgZ nq 1
One introduces N q, the analytic pseudo-differential elliptic operator of
order 1 defined as
c xX , yX , d s ei J? y
X
b1 xX , d , b2 xX , dŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý J J
nJgZ
s c d m ‹ N q cŽ .Ý m
0FmFM
s in ei J? y
X
c 1b1 x , d , c 2 b2 x , d ,Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý J J J J
nJgZ
where
c s c xX , yX , d s ei J? y
X
a1, m xX , d h , a2, m xX , yd h .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ým m J J
nJgZ
Ž 1 Ž X X. 2 Ž X X..Let ¤ denote ¤ x , y , ¤ x , y .m m m
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .In Eqs. 14 ] 17 , the unknowns are c and ¤ .m 0 F mF M m 0 F mF M
These equations lead to a triangular linear system of equations which has
a unique solution since the analytic pseudo-differential operator N qy N y
is invertible.
One verifies that c is solution of the equation0
N qy N y c s N y 1, 0 y in qX , 0 , 18Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0
and ¤ is given by0
¤ s c q 1, 0 . 19Ž . Ž .0 0
Ž . Ž .It is clear that the two equations 18 and 19 give the solution of the
diffraction problem by the infinite grating Gd. Having a principle read
valued symbol, the operator N qy N y is a Fredholm operator with index 0
Ž w x.see 27 and it is invertible if the diffraction problem by the infinite plane
d Ž .grating G has a unique solution. That is where the hypothesis H2 comes
Ž . Ž .into play. Under this hypothesis, the system obtained from 14 ] 17 is
solved by recurrence and the coefficients c are analytic in yX because them
Ž . Ž . Xright-hand side in 14 ] 17 is analytic with respect of the variable y . As a
Ž . Ž .consequence, one obtains estimates 5 and 8 and the geometric-optics
Ž . Ž . Ž .asymptotic expansions 2 , 6 , and 4 hold. The proof of Lemmas 3.1 and
3.2 is then complete.
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The main results of this paper are summarized in the following theorem.
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 3.5. Let us assume that the hypotheses H1 ] H4 are satisfied.
x w x w  4Then, for each point x g y l , l = ??? = y l , l = 0 , there exists a geo-1 1 n n
Ž . Ž . Ž .metric-optics asymptotic expansion gi¤en by 2 , 6 , and 4 satisfying the
Helmholtz equation to arbitrary order in d . The first order approximation
expansion is the unique solution of the infinite plane grating Gd.
4. THE ELECTROMAGNETIC SCATTERING PROBLEM
In this section we discuss the extension of the asymptotic approach
developed in this paper to constructing geometric-optics asymptotic solu-
tions to the scattering of the Maxwell equations by a finite periodic
dielectric grading placed on the interface between semi-infinite dielectric
media.
Ž . 3Let n s 2. Let r , r , r be an orthonormal basis of R related to a1 2 3
Ž .Cartesian system coordinate x , x , x .1 2 3
We are interested in constructing an asymptotic solution to the scatter-
ing problem of Maxwell's equations for a linear electromagnetic plane
wave E in coming down from x s q‘:3
E in s peik q? x .
Here p, q g R3 are constants representing the polarization and incidence,
respectively. We assume that the wave number k c 1 and kd s n where n
is a positive constant.
Setting
d d < dE s E j s 1, 2 ,Ž .Vj j
the Maxwell equations in each Vd arej
1
d 2 d d 3curl curl E y k « E s 0 in V ; R . 20Ž .j j j jm j
The weak form of the Maxwell equations in a neighborhood of Sd gives
the jump relations on Sd
« Ed y « Ed ? n s 0,Ž .1 1 2 2
1 1
d dcurl E y curl E n n s 0,1 2ž /m m1 2
where n is normal to Sd.
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It is now well known that except for some discrete set of values of k
with accumulation point at infinity, there exists a unique weak solution to
the diffraction problem of the Maxwell equations by the infinite periodic
d w xgrating G 8, 9 . The following will be assumed throughout:
Ž .X inH2 For the given values of the frequency k, the incident field E ,
and the period d d, the diffraction problem by the infinite plane grating Gd
admits a unique weak solution.
x w x w  4Let x be a point on y l , l == y l , l = 0 .0 1 1 2 2
Ž . dLet M be an integer M G 1 . In yd h F x F d h, one seeks for E in3
the form
Ed x s eikw inŽ x
X , 0.ed xX , xXrd , x rdŽ . Ž .3
s eikw inŽ x
X , 0. e xX , xXrd , x rd d m . 21Ž . Ž .Ý m 3
0FmFM
In x G d h, one shall construct an asymptotic expansion for the solution3
d Ž .E of Maxwell's equations 20 in the phase-amplitude form1
Ed x s E in x q Ee x s E in x q eikw 1J Ž x .e1 x , d , 22Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý1 J
2JgZ
1Ž .where each phase w x is to satisfy the eikonal equationJ
1=w x s « m ,Ž .J 1 1
XJ ? x
X X1 inw x , x s d h s w x , x s d h q ,Ž . Ž .J 3 3 n
1 in›w ›w J 23J Ž .Xx , x s d h ) 0 if « m ) q ,Ž . ' X3 1 1› x › x n3
1›wJ XI m x , x s d h ) 0 else.Ž .3› x3
Here
w in x s q ? xŽ .
m , 1Ž .and e x, d , taking the formJ
e1 x , d s em , 1 x d m ,Ž . Ž .ÝJ J
0FmFM
are to satisfy vectorial transport equations. They are determined from
tangential components on x s d h.3
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One constructs an asymptotic expansion for Ed in x F yd h, in the2 3
form
Ed x s eikw 2J Ž x .e2 x , d , 24Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý2 J
2JgZ
2Ž .where each phase w x is to satisfy the eikonal equationJ
22=w x s « m ,Ž .J 2 2
XJ ? x
X X2 inw x , x s yd h s w x , x s yd h q ,Ž . Ž .J 3 3 n
2 in›w ›w JJ
I m - 0 if « m ) q ,' X2 2› x › x n3
2›wJ XI m x , x s yd h - 0 else,Ž .3› x3
2Ž .and e x, d , taking the formJ
e2 x , d s em , 2 x d m ,Ž . Ž .ÝJ J
0FmFM
are to satisfy vectorial transport equations. They are also determined from
tangential components on x s yd h. To resolve the eikonal equations,3
Ž .one must assume that H4 holds.
1 Ž .The solution w to the eikonal equation 23 is holomorphic in aJ
complex neighborhood of x independent of d and J. For J large enough,0
it is easily seen that w1 satisfies the estimateJ
1 < <I mw G C J x y d h ,Ž .J 3
where C is a positive constant independent of d and J.
Ž . Ž .The convergences of the series 22 and 24 are obtained from the
following lemma.
LEMMA 4.1. For l s 1, 2, one has the following estimate:
m , l yh < J <lsup e x F C e . 25Ž . Ž .J l
0FmFM
C and h are positi¤e constants.l l
The proof of this lemma follows from the arguments that we have used
for the Helmholtz equation in Section 3. The main idea is to link up on
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Ž . Ž . Ž .x s "d h the asymptotic expansions 22 , 21 , and 24 as follows:3
Ed n r s Ed n r on x s d h ,1 3 3 3
d dcurl E n r s curl E n r on x s d h ,1 3 3 3
d dE n r s E n r on x s yd h ,2 3 3 3
d dcurl E n r s curl E n r on x s yd h.2 3 3 3
This allows us to state the following result for Maxwell's equations.
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 4.2. Let us assume that the hypotheses H1 ] H4 are satisfied.
x w x w  4Then, for each point on y l , l == y l , l = 0 , there exists a1 1 2 2
Ž . Ž . Ž .geometric-optics asymptotic expansion gi¤en by 22 , 24 , and 21 satisfying
Maxwell's equations to arbitrary order in d . The first order approximation of
the asymptotic expansion is the unique solution of the infinite periodic plane
grating Gd.
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